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Abstract: The traditional approach to Bridge Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) developed by Moses, gives good accuracy for estimating gross vehicle weights but is less accurate for individual axle weights. In this paper, Tikhonov regularisation is applied to the original Moses’ equations to reduce some of the inaccuracies inherent within the algorithm. The optimal regularisation parameter is calculated using the L-curve criterion. The new regularised solution is numerically tested using simulations of moving vehicles on a bridge. Results show that the regularised solution performs significantly better than the original approach of Moses and is insensitive to road surface roughness.
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1 Introduction

Road authorities impose certain limits on vehicle size and weight to protect against severe pavement deterioration. The overloading of vehicles is not only a pavement and bridge design issue, but also affects fair competition in goods trading. Companies using overloaded vehicles can transport goods at less cost and therefore have an illegal competitive edge over their law-abiding rivals and other modes of transport such as rail. Another repercussion of overloading is traffic safety. Heavy goods vehicles are designed to operate within the boundaries of the law, which include speed limits as well as weight limits. By operating outside of these limits, the factor of safety employed in heavy goods vehicle design is reduced. Overloading may reduce the efficiency of braking, and the increased momentum of an overloaded vehicle would cause more damage if involved in a collision. It appears likely that a stricter enforcement of loading limits will lead to a decrease in road fatalities. Static weighing scales have been traditionally used to enforce overloading, but they cannot accommodate high volumes of truck traffic. Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) technology offers a solution to weigh trucks travelling at highway speeds automatically. WIM systems can pre-sort those trucks that are suspected of being overloaded to direct them to static scales, minimising unnecessary stops and delays for drivers.

A first division of WIM systems can be made by distinguishing On-Board WIM from Pavement- or Bridge-based WIM. The first group computes gross vehicle weight solely from measurements of force and acceleration taken through equipment in the vehicle (Chang et al., 2000). The second
group provides an independent measurement with respect to an On-Board WIM system, and it consists of measuring wheel effects in sensors mounted in or on the road pavement or on an existing bridge structure, and estimating the corresponding static loads with appropriate algorithms. Most WIM systems are based on weighing sensors that are embedded in the pavement or placed on top of the road surface and which measure wheel or axle pressure that is applied as the vehicle passes over them (Blab and Jacob, 2000; Caprez et al., 2000). As the effect of the applied force is recorded during a very short period of time, accuracy is limited by the dynamic nature of the vehicle motion. Additionally, these systems are subject to durability problems owing to traffic and the environment. An alternative approach to pavement WIM, which increases the length of the load-sensitive element and the durability of the system, is to use a bridge as a weighing scale (B-WIM); this approach is the subject of the research reported in this paper.

B-WIM is the process of finding truck axle weights from measured strains on a bridge as the truck crosses over it. Various algorithms, generally based on the static response of the bridge to a load, are used to infer vehicle axle weights from the measured strains. The original B-WIM equations were developed by Moses (1979) for application to composite beam and slab bridges. The algorithm is based on the principle of linear superposition, whereby the strains induced in the structure by the passage of a moving force are proportional to the product of the static axle weight and the corresponding influence ordinate. In the 1980s, Peters (1984) developed AXWAY in Australia. This B-WIM system is based on the same concept of influence line. A few years later, he derived a more effective system for weighing trucks using culverts, known as CULWAY (Peters, 1986). Both the American and Australian systems have been used for commercial applications on bridges and culverts. Bridge Weighing Systems Inc. developed one of the first commercial B-WIM systems in 1989 on the basis of Moses’ algorithm (Snyder, 1992). In the 1990s, three new B-WIM systems were developed independently in Ireland, Slovenia and Japan (OBrien et al., 1999a; Žnidarič and Baumgärtner, 1998; Ojio et al., 2000). All of these B-WIM systems use algorithms based on static equations of equilibrium combined with measurements at one single longitudinal section. Many alternative approaches have been discussed in the literature (O’Connor and Chan, 1998; González et al., 2002; González, 2001) but Moses’ algorithm and variations thereon still appear to be the basis for commercial B-WIM systems.

Low signal to noise ratios, inaccurate influence lines, and bridge and vehicle dynamics remain as sources of error for Moses’ algorithm (OBrien et al., 1999b). Further, B-WIM systems generally tend to be more accurate for calculating gross weights than axle weights. This is because a long continuous strain record owing to the whole truck weight is available, but it is difficult to distinguish the contribution of each axle. McNulty and OBrien (2003) employed Moses’ algorithm in major field tests and reported calculated gross vehicle weights being within 10% of the correct values with a confidence interval of 96.6%. The corresponding static axle weights were within 15% of the correct values with a confidence interval of 89.3%. The main reason for the relatively poor accuracy in axle weights is due to the ill-conditioned or ill-posed nature of the final system of equations used to solve the axle weights. This effect is particularly pronounced with closely spaced axles such as those in a tandem or tridem group. One solution to solve ill-posed systems of equations is to apply the mathematical tool of regularisation, whereby instead of attempting to solve the original system, a nearby better conditioned system is solved. This paper uses Tikhonov regularisation in combination with the L-curve for the selection of the optimal regularisation parameter to calculate the static axle
weights from the strain measurements. Results in static axle weights are considerably improved with respect to Moses’ approach.

2 Moses’ algorithm

For a static vehicle at a certain location on a girder bridge, the total longitudinal bending moment at a specific bridge section is defined as the sum of the individual moments in each girder. The bending moment, $M_j$, in each individual girder $i$ at time step $j$, is defined by equation (1).

$$ M_j^i = E^i Z^i e_j^i $$

where $Z^i$ and $E^i$ are the section modulus and the modulus of elasticity of the $i^{th}$ girder, respectively, and $e_j^i$ is the measured strain at time step $j$ at the soffit of the $i^{th}$ girder. If the modulus of elasticity ($E$) and section modulus ($Z$) were the same for all girders, the total bending moment across the bridge section, $M_j$, at time step $j$ is given by equation (2).

$$ M_j = EZ \sum_{i=1}^{g} e_j^i = EZ e_j $$

where $g$ is the number of girders and $e_j$ is the sum of the strain at all girders. For a truck crossing the bridge with $n$ axles weighing $W_1 – W_n$, the theoretical static strain, $\hat{e}_j$, at a particular time step $j$ can be expressed by equation (3).

$$ \hat{e}_j = \frac{1}{EZ} \left[ I_1 W_1 + I_2 W_2 + \cdots + I_n W_n \right] $$

where $I_j^i$ is the influence ordinate of total bending moment for the $i^{th}$ axle at a particular point in time $j$. In practice, these influence ordinates can be obtained through an optimisation procedure using the bridge measurements corresponding to a calibration vehicle of known weights as proposed by OBrien et al. (2006). Equation (3) applies that for each time the strain is measured as dictated by the scan rate of the data acquisition equipment. Typical scan rates of 100–1000 Hz result in the massively over-determined system of equations given in equation (4).

$$ \begin{bmatrix} \hat{e}_1 \\ \hat{e}_2 \\ \vdots \\ \hat{e}_T \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{EZ} \begin{bmatrix} I_1^1 & I_1^2 & \cdots & I_1^g \\ I_2^1 & I_2^2 & \cdots & I_2^g \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ I_T^1 & I_T^2 & \cdots & I_T^g \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} W_1 \\ W_2 \\ \vdots \\ W_T \end{bmatrix} $$

where $T$ is the number of readings, or in short form:

$$ \{ \hat{e} \} = [A] \{ W \} $$

where $\{ \hat{e} \}$ is the vector of theoretical static strain, $[A]$ is the matrix of influence ordinates for strain and $\{ W \}$ is the vector of axle weights to be determined. This problem can be solved by minimising the sum of the squares of the differences between the theoretical and measured strains as given by equation (6).

$$ \psi = \sum_{j=1}^{T} (e_j - \hat{e}_j)^2 $$

or, in matrix form

$$ \psi = \{ e \}^T \{ e \} - 2 \{ e \}^T \{ \hat{e} \} + \{ \hat{e} \}^T [A]^T \{ W \} $$
Expanding equation (7) yields an equation of the form
\[ \psi = (W)^T ([A]^T [A] | W) - 2([A] | e) + [e] | [e]. \] (8)

Minimising the objective function with respect to the vector of axle weights results in an equation of the form,
\[ [W] = [F]^{-1} [G]. \] (9)

where
\[ [F] = [A]^T [A], \] (10)
\[ [G] = [A]^T [e]. \] (11)

3 Regularised Moses’ algorithm
3.1 Tikhonov regularisation
The method of Tikhonov regularisation (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) minimises the linear combination given by equation (12):
\[ W_{\lambda} = \min_{W} \| ([A] | W) - [e] \|_2 + \lambda \| ([A] | W) \|_2 \] (12)

where \( \lambda \) is the regularisation parameter. The solution to the Tikhonov regularisation method is derived from the function \( \tilde{\psi} \) defined by equation (13).
\[ \tilde{\psi} = (e) - [A] | W) + [A] | [W] + \lambda [W] | [e] \] (13)

where \( \lambda \) is the non-negative regularisation parameter. Minimising the new objective function with respect to the vector of axle weights yields,
\[ \frac{d \tilde{\psi}}{d W_{\lambda}} = 2[A]^T ([A] | W - [e] + 2\lambda [W] = 0. \] (14)

The Tikhonov problem is then formulated as:
\[ ([A]^T [A] + \lambda[I]) | W) = [A]^T [e] \] (15)

where \([I]\) is the identity matrix. The solution is now unique to each regularisation parameter \( \lambda \) and can be defined by:
\[ [W]_\lambda = ([A]^T [A] + \lambda[I])^{-1} [A]^T [e]. \] (16)

3.2 Selection of the regularisation parameter
The final stage in the regularisation of ill-posed problems is the choice of regularisation parameters. There are many methods in the current literature for calculating these parameters but most of them require some form of prior knowledge of the noise itself (Golub and van Loan, 1989). An efficient method is required for calculating the optimal regularisation parameter using only the available measurements. For inverse ill-posed problems of this nature, there are two methods in the current literature for obtaining the optimal regularisation parameter. These are Generalised Cross-Validation (Golub et al., 1979) and the L-curve method. The latter was first proposed by Lawson and Hanson (1974) and popularised by Hansen (1992, 1994, 1998) and is employed here. This method defines the residual norm of the error for each specific regularisation parameter as in equation (17).
\[ E_{\text{norm}} = \sqrt{([e] - [W]_\lambda)^T ([e] - [W]_\lambda)}. \] (17)

It also defines the norm of the solution for each particular regularisation parameter as
shown in equation (18).

\[ F_{\text{norm}} = \sqrt{W^T \gamma W} \lambda. \]  

(18)

The basic idea is to plot the discrete smoothing norm \( F_{\text{norm}} \) of the regularised solution vs. the residual norm \( E_{\text{norm}} \) on a log–log scale. Hansen (1998) has shown that in producing this, the plot will continuously depend on the smoothing parameter and that it will always have a corner where the optimal regularisation parameter is located.

With the addition of this side constraint in \( \lambda \), the solution vector is no longer the solution of the linear system given in equations (8) and (9), but that of a new system, which seeks a fair balance between the residual norm and the solution norm. If \( \lambda = 0 \), then the problem is that of minimising the standard least squares; if \( \lambda \) is very large, the solution norm is small at the cost of a large residual norm. Hence, solving equation (12) involves a trade-off between the residual norm and the solution norm, this being determined by the single regularisation parameter \( \lambda \). The procedure for the application of the regularised B-WIM (RB-WIM) approach is summarised in the flow diagram of Figure 1.

![Flow diagram to obtain weights using RB-WIM](image)

**Figure 1** Flow diagram to obtain weights using RB-WIM

4 Testing

To examine the performance of the regularised solution of Moses’ equations and compare it with that of the original equations, a strain signal at the mid-span of the bridge is required. The algorithm
is tested with three different vehicle models: a series of constant point loads representing vehicle axle weights, a series of sinusoidal loads, and an experimentally validated four-axle sprung vehicle. Vehicle inertial effects are ignored in the first two models, but the third model is composed of sprung and unsprung masses with their associated accelerations as a result of the interaction with the bridge and the pavement.

4.1 Moving constant loads
A 20 m simply supported beam model is used to demonstrate the application of regularisation theory to B-WIM. This bridge model has a cross-sectional area of 8 m² and second moment of area of 0.667 m⁴. The modulus of elasticity is $35 \times 10^9$ N/m² and the density is 2400 kg/m³. The finite element method is used to simulate moving forces traversing the beam at constant velocity and constant axle spacing. The vehicle model consists of a series of constant loads representative of a typical three-axle truck (a front axle and a rear tandem with axle spacings of 4 and 1.5 m). Figure 2 shows the calculated mid-span strain at the bottom of the beam owing to the passage of the truck at a speed of 22 m/s. To simulate a measured signal, the theoretical strain is contaminated with Gaussian noise using equation (19).

$$\{\varepsilon\} = \{\hat{\varepsilon}\} + \frac{r}{100} \hat{\varepsilon}_{\text{max}} \{N_{\text{osc}}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\{\varepsilon\}$ is the theoretical total strain, $r$ is the percentage error, $\hat{\varepsilon}_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum strain induced in the simulation owing to the passage of the truck, and $\{N_{\text{osc}}\}$ is a vector of random numbers with zero mean and a standard deviation of 1. Figure 3 shows the strain of Figure 2 contaminated with 2% Gaussian noise.

For the strain record of Figure 3, the regularisation parameter was varied between $1 \times 10^{-90}$ and 600,000. Figure 4 shows the L-curve over this range of regularisation parameters, and Figure 5 shows the region where the optimal regularisation parameter lies. Figure 4 shows the distinctive shape of the L-curve while Figure 5 indicates that the optimal regularisation parameter lies between 90 and 500. Graphically, the point of maximum curvature is approximately 200.

![Figure 2 Theoretical total strain](image-url)
Figure 3 Simulated signal with 2% noise

Figure 4 L-curve, full range of $\lambda$

Figure 5 L-curve, adjacent to optimal $\lambda$

The axle weights corresponding to each regularisation parameter are given in Table 1. The exact weights are 60 kN, 80 kN and 60 kN for axles 1, 2 and 3 respectively. With $\lambda = 0$, the solution corresponds to Moses’ equations. It can be seen that the 2% noise has resulted in significant
deviation (up to 16% error) from the static weights, particularly for the closely spaced axles 2 and 3. The optimally regularised solution (at about $\lambda = 200$) is considerably more accurate, approaching the exact axle weights with maximum errors of 2.5%.

Table 1 Regularised axle weights for a range of regularisation parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>180</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>350</th>
<th>400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axle 1 (kN)</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axle 2 (kN)</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axle 3 (kN)</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 illustrates the errors corresponding to the axle predictions in Table 1. The regularised solution represents a significant improvement in the accuracy of the inferred weight for all three axles.

4.2 Moving sinusoidal loads

To assess how the algorithm performs under axle dynamic oscillations, new simulations were carried out for the same vehicle configuration of Section 4.1, but where each axle force contained a time varying dynamic component defined by equation (20).

$$F_i(t) = W_i (1 + \frac{d}{100} \sin(5\pi t))$$ (20)

where $W_i$ is the static axle weight of the $i$th axle and $d$ is a percentage representing the maximum dynamic increment. When $d$ was varied from 1% to 5%, the regularised solution performed well. For higher levels of oscillation, the regularised solution failed to converge to the same extent. Nevertheless, the regularised solution gave better results than Moses’ static algorithm in all cases. Figures 7 and 8 show the error in axle weights vs. a range of regularisation parameter values for 10% and 20% axle dynamic oscillations, respectively. Moses’ algorithm had errors as high as 20% while the regularised solution had typical errors well below 10%.
4.3 Moving sprung mass models

In this section, the bridge response is obtained through convolution of the vehicle loads with modal responses of the bridge. The convolution integral is solved by transformation to the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform. The method is then extended by an iterative procedure to include dynamic interaction between the bridge and the mathematical model of the vehicle. Green and Cebon (1994) have illustrated the effectiveness of this calculation method, the convergence of the iterative procedure, and have reported good agreement with experimental data.

The bridge is modelled as a simply supported beam 30 m long, with a first natural frequency of 3.33 Hz and 1% damping. Strain output is calculated at mid-span of every 0.01 s (100 Hz). The B-WIM algorithm is calibrated, i.e., the influence line is found, with a two-axle fully laden linear sprung vehicle (four degrees of freedom). Then, the system is tested with the four-axle vehicle (11 degrees of freedom) of Figure 9 with two different suspension systems representing air and steel leaf. The test vehicle models employed here were developed by Green et al. (1995). In Figure 9, elements A, B and C represent non-linear suspension elements, linear springs, and a linear spring/damper
combination, respectively. For the vehicle with air suspension, models of air springs with parallel viscous dampers replace the steel-spring elements on the drive axle and the two trailer axles. The suspension on the steer axle is the same for both vehicle models. Two surface profiles, three different speeds (55, 70 and 85 km/h), and two different loading conditions are chosen for the simulations.

![Figure 9 Scheme of vehicle and bridge models](image)

4.4 Calibration
The shape of the theoretical influence line is known from beam theory and the static algorithm only requires a calibration factor to adjust the magnitude of the strains to the theoretical model. If the exact influence line for bending moment is used, the calibration factor is the product of the modulus of elasticity and the section modulus (equation (2)). In the case of an experimental record, there are several approaches that can be used to obtain the real shape of the influence line (OBrien et al., 2006). For this analysis, the calibration factor is obtained by dividing the real static gross vehicle weight by the predicted weight of the calibration truck. A linear sprung two-axle vehicle with 4 m axle spacing, 32.42 kN static weight in the front axle and 59.94 kN in the rear axle is used for calibration. The strain record generated by the two-axle vehicle is contaminated with 3% noise according to equation (19). The calibration factor changes very slightly with speed and an average value of $2.10 \times 10^{10}$ is adopted.

4.5 Testing with four-axle truck on smooth road surface
Figure 10 shows the simulated strain owing to the passage of two fully laden four-axle vehicles at 70 km/h, differentiated by the suspension type only, before being corrupted with noise. As expected, the steel suspension causes higher dynamic oscillations in the strain signal than the air-suspension vehicle.

The % error in the estimation of the static axle weight by Moses’ original algorithm and the proposed regularised algorithm is given in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The results found by regularisation are generally much more accurate than found using the original B-WIM algorithm. The improvement is quite significant for axles within a group (3rd and 4th axles) owing to the inability of the original B-WIM algorithm to effectively separate weights of closely spaced axles. Table 2 summarises the results by both algorithms for the 12 sample runs (2 suspension types, 2 loading conditions and 3 speeds).
Figure 10: Theoretical total strain due to fully laden vehicle travelling at 70 km/h (smooth profile)

Figure 11: Error vs. axle rank for 4-axle truck by B-WIM (smooth profile) (□ air-sprung vehicle, Δ steel-sprung vehicle)

Figure 12: Error vs. axle rank for 4-axle truck by RB-WIM (smooth profile) (□ air-sprung vehicle, Δ steel-sprung vehicle)
4.6 Testing with four-axle vehicle on rough road surface
On a rough profile, the maximum dynamic response takes place at 70 km/h for the steel-sprung vehicle and it is about three times that obtained on a smooth profile. The maximum dynamic response takes place at 85 km/h for the air-sprung vehicle. The air-suspended vehicle causes significantly lower dynamic bridge response than the steel-sprung suspended vehicle and it is less sensitive to a change in speed. These high dynamics suggest the occurrence of frequency matching between the steel-sprung vehicle and the bridge. Consequently, Bridge WIM will tend to be less accurate in the cases of steel-spring suspensions, rough road profiles, and for this bridge, for vehicle speeds near 70 km/h.

Figures 13 and 14 show the % error in the estimation of static axle weights by both algorithms for all the runs of the four-axle vehicle on a rough profile. The error in the prediction of static axle weights increased considerably for the B-WIM algorithm (in many cases by over a few 100%). Although the errors by the RB-WIM algorithm have slightly increased overall, they are obviously less sensitive to the dynamic increment in the bridge response than B-WIM. The relative error statistics for both algorithms are presented in Table 3. Axle loads can also be calculated for more than one vehicle driving simultaneously on the bridge, once the vehicle position is known at each point in time. Nevertheless, a decrease in accuracy may be expected owing to the higher number of unknowns.

![Figure 13](image_url)

**Figure 13** Error vs. axle rank for 4-axle truck by B-WIM (rough profile) (□ air-sprung vehicle, ∆ steel-sprung vehicle)
Table 3 Relative error statistics by B- and RB-WIM algorithms on rough profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Total number of runs</th>
<th>B-WIM</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>RB-WIM</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>Standard deviation (%)</td>
<td>Maximum error (%)</td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>Standard deviation (%)</td>
<td>Maximum error (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single axle</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>117.9</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>321.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axle within axle group</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>265.7</td>
<td>208.0</td>
<td>646.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross weight</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusions

Information on the weights and configurations of heavy vehicles can be uninterruptedly collected using pavement- or bridge-based WIM systems. Then, WIM data can be used to predict future traffic volumes and weights for the planning of new constructions, the management of maintenance activities, the identification/reduction of overloading problems and the evaluation of the performance of pavements and bridges.

Compared with pavement-based WIM systems, B-WIM is increasing in popularity owing to its relatively low cost of installation, portability, minimal or null disruption to traffic, ease of maintenance and difficulty to be detected by a driver. Moses’ algorithm remains as the basis for the calculation of vehicle weights in commercial B-WIM systems. One of its main advantages is its relatively good accuracy, in particular for gross vehicle weights, and the ease of its implementation compared with other theoretical developments requiring complex dynamic models and abundant instrumentation. This paper has presented an improvement in accuracy over Moses’ original algorithm without increasing the needs for the B-WIM installation and calibration. This new B-WIM algorithm employs the method of Tikhonov regularisation in conjunction with Moses’ equations. The method is theoretically tested using dynamic simulations of a series of moving forces on a bridge; it has been shown that, for low vehicular dynamics, the new algorithm significantly improves the errors in predicted axle weights inferred from Moses’ algorithm. However, as the vehicle dynamics increase, the convergence of the regularised solution is not as acute. In any case, the regularised solution performs better than the original B-WIM algorithm.
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